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A BSTR ACT

Radiographers or Radiological Technologists (RTs) as health professionals are called
upon to stand up to the circumstances and to modify practical applications to deal
with suspected and confirmed cases of Corona Virus Disease 19 (COVID-19). They
perform chest X-ray examinations and Computed Tomography scans, which are key
tools for diagnosing and monitoring patients with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). They are also an integral part of the departments of
Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Nuclear Medicine, Radiotherapy, Mammography, Orthopantomography - Cephalometric, Bone Density Measurement, and Interventional
Radiology – Hemodynamic. The purpose of this article is to provide RTs guidance
throughout the scope of their work and to keep the Hospital community informed.
They are required to fully adhere to personal protective equipment (PPE) practices,
such as the use of gloves, high-protection mask, special clothing, eye and feet protection. They should maintain safety distance and come into as little contact as possible
with the patients. It is necessary to thoroughly disinfect and use protection for all their
work components, stable or not. There should be separated spaces, in the presence
suspicious and confirmed cases, as well as the rational distribution of staff in their
workstations and their continuous training and briefing. RTs are present in medium
and high-risk zones. As they are potential virus carriers in hospital units, PPE must
be applied and strictly monitored. Moreover, workplaces should adapt to the current
precautionary measures to ensure personal and occupational safety.

INTRODUCTION

Experts’ warnings about possible outbreaks and relapses of the Corona Virus Disease 19 (COVID-19) pandemic,1 require Radiographers or Radiological Technologists
(RTs) to modify their current work practices. 17,396,943 confirmed cases and 675,060
deaths Until August 1st 2020, have been recorded in 216 countries.2 The most common
symptoms of the disease are fever, severe dry cough, and dyspnea. In severe cases, the
disease causes severe pneumonia, acute respiratory failure syndrome, multi-organ failure, and subsequently death.3 It is characterized by a high rate of transmission after di-
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rect contact of patients’ via droplets with the mucosa of healthy
individuals, but also by indirect contact via a transmitter or
conduit.3 Chest X-ray and Computed Tomography (CT) are
the selected tests in order to check of lung parenchyma lesions
that provide signs of severe disease.4 RTs are an integral part
in the pandemic by dealing with cases that are subsequently
confirmed. Due to the lack of appropriate treatment, vaccine,
and non-collective immunity of the population, the course of
the pandemic may be very long.5
A study performed on healthcare staff assisting with treatment shows that staying in a room with COVID-19 patients
for less than 2 meters (m) and for at least 10 minutes (min)
exposes staff to aerosols.6 RT staff in a radiology ward, bedside
radiographs, and CT scans are in direct contact with suspected
and confirmed cases, which puts the radiology department
from a medium7 to a potentially high-risk spread area. Other
departments or sections of employment are characterized
medium risk areas. Proper hand hygiene, the use of appropriate masks and clothing, keeping distance, and minimum
contact with patients, whenever and wherever possible, are
the main pillars of protection and prevention of the spread of
the disease, especially in-hospital.8
R ADIOGR APHERS

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought RT new challenges.
RTs should manage all patients as potential carriers in all
their tasks,4 as they may be asymptomatic who can transmit
the virus.4 Cases of re-infection have also been recorded in
patients who have already recovered.9 The suggested examination for the lung parenchyma lesions is a chest CT scan,10
as included in the diagnostic algorithm of the disease.11 Daily
imaging monitoring of the disease is performed with chest
X-ray in bed to reduce the possibility of in-hospital dispersion, by avoiding patient movement, but at the expense of the
quality of the radiographic image.10 In addition, in complications of the disease, such as pulmonary embolism,12 these
patients may go to departments of Nuclear Medicine (NM)
or Interventional Radiology for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes. Departments that do not contribute to the diagnosis or
treatment of the disease and its complications, such as other
Abbreviation List:
COVID-19: Corona Virus Disease 19
CT: Computed Tomography
ER: Emergency Room
ICU: Intensive Care Unit
m: meters
min: minutes
MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging
NM: Nuclear Medicine
PPE: Personal Protective Equipment
RadT: Radiotherapy
RT: Radiological Technologist
SARS-CoV-2: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2

radiological sections (Mammography, Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI), Orthopantomography - Cephalometric, and
Bone Density Measurement) and Radiotherapy (RadT), are
suggested, in suspected cases, to expect the swab’s results
prior an examination. On the other hand, in confirmed cases,
in order to prevent the disease’s spreading, if they do not
need immediate diagnostic or therapeutic intervention it is
suggested to postpone the examination. The application of
the rules about personal protection, antiseptic routines and
disinfection are imperative between patient and RT as well as
among colleagues and collaborators. Finally, the interactions
of RTs with each other and RTs with other personnel of the
healthcare units should be carried out with responsibility in
order to secure the protection of public health.
P E R S O N A L P R O T E C T I VE E Q U I P M E N T

The RTs should apply the appropriate PPE. At the beginning of their shift, it is recommended to wear special exclusive
hospital uniforms, shoes and to remove all jewelry. When performing any imaging examination in any section, they should
use disposable gloves, if possible, with a long cuff so that the
hands are covered over the wrists and a surgical mask. It should
be noted that the application of disposable dual gloves, N95
or higher protective mask, goggles or face shield, and feet
protection are necessary in suspected or confirmed cases.13,14
It is emphasized that in suspicious and confirmed cases, the
correct disposal of PPE components and their immediate
replacement is imperative.
DISINFECTANTS

Disinfection of premises, machinery, and other objects,
such as peripherals and fixed cabin components, should be
carried out with appropriate disinfectants.13,15 Table 1 lists
the most effective solutions, at least 4log10, that reduce viral
infectivity against COVID-19.16,17
GENER A L INSTRUCTIONS

Potentially contaminated and non-contaminated areas
should be applied and demarcated in each section. Regardless
of the department, it is recommended to disinfect the equipment from patient to patient and apply transparent plastic films
to the equipment, such as control console, keyboard, mouse,
control buttons of all machines - components and display
systems, which should be replaced at least in each shift or operator. Particular emphasis should be given to the cooling air
conditioners of the workplaces that are considered necessary
for the proper operation of the machines. It is necessary to
27
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Table 1. Recommended solutions against Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).

Disinfectants substances/
Chemicals

Concentration (%)

Inactivate SARS-CoV-2
infectivity (log10)

Incubation period
(seconds)

Ethanol

78-95

5.5

30 - 600

2-propanole

70-100

4

30

2-propanole & 1-propanole

45 & 30

4

30

Formaldehyde

0.7-1

3.5

120-600

Glutaraldehyde

2

4

300

0.23-7.5

4.4

15-60

0.21

4

30

Iodized povidone
Sodium hypochlorite*

*According to the European Center for Infection Control and Prevention, the effectiveness is proportional to the concentration, up to 0.5% and
the strain of the virus.16

continuously train and inform the RTs for proper management
of PPE and in general practices that contribute to collective
security. All the examinees, visitors and employees are obliged
upon their arrival in healthcare units, to properly apply the
protective mask during their stay and to make a meticulous
control of thermometry at the entry points of the units.
R A D IO L O G Y D E PA R T M E N T

Imaging methods are the means of strengthening the diagnosis and monitoring of the treatment, a fact that should make
the RT of the radiology and CT scan departments, frontline
health personnel. It is legitimate for patients with COVID-19
to stay in their beds and have on bed X-rays because they are
direct, rapid, and satisfactory means of monitoring the disease,
while at the same time they help to reduce the in-hospital
spread risk. As occupationally exposed to ionizing radiation,
RT must adhere strictly to radiation protection rules and avoid
unnecessary use of this practice. Finally, in each workstation
per shift, it is proposed to have two specific RTs to avoid inhospital dispersion of employees and patients.
R A DIOL O G Y WA R D

It is necessary to designate a separate ward for suspected
or confirmed cases. Contact with cooperative patients requires
a distance of 2 m and verbal commands, for example through
a sound system - loudspeaker, giving them instructions for the
correct positioning of the body and the execution of the X-ray.
The preparation of the equipment must be completed before
the arrival of the patient in the radiology ward. Also, in order to
avoid the use of a cassette, the use of a digital imaging system, if
28

available, is advised. On the contrary, in the absence of patient
cooperation, the practical applications of RT should be limited
to the most necessary and time as short as possible. Chest X-rays
may be performed at 2 m distance from source to image, as a
maximum droplet range of 1.83 m15 has been confirmed. After
each radiological operation, the area, the machine and other
materials, such as peripheral and fixed chamber components,
should be disinfected with the appropriate available disinfectants.13,15 It is recommended that patients enter the radiology
ward every 3 to 10 min depending on the workload and the
disinfectants used.16,17 An additional measure for the sterilization of the cartridge is the installation, possibly, of a hydrogen
peroxide-plasma type furnace, an efficient and fast method for
materials sensitive to temperature and humidity, following the
manufacturer’s specifications and after its approval. Especially,
for the radiology ward, it is proposed the shifts should be divided in two halves and each half will be covered by two RTs,
one of which will perform the X-rays, always depending on the
existing human resources and the workload.
PORTA BLE X-R AYS

RTs, based on their professional duties, may visit different
parts of the hospital to perform X-rays in bed, which potentially
makes them in-hospital virus spreading units. When performing examinations in areas outside the radiology laboratory,
such as Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and Emergency Room
(ER), hospital wards and Resuscitation Room, PPE is still
required. It is noted that ICU and ER are areas with a very
high probability of the presence of the virus on the surfaces
and floors of hospitals hosting COVID-19 patients.17 In this
case, it is recommended to apply additional protection means,
such as the use of a disposable suit, a waterproof robe with long
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sleeves and a disposable cuff.15 The cassette or panel should be
disinfected with the recommended disinfectants It is advised
to be placed in a disposable protective bag with safety tape,
which in the end should be carefully discarded with the help of
a second RT. After each examination, except from the careful
removal of the extra media, the portable radiology machine
must be thoroughly disinfected. Also, where it is possible, the
portable radiology machine as well as the workstation (the
printer) can be placed, in an isolated area, locked and accessible only by the radiology staff, after the end of the examination
and disinfection. These practices are proposed to be applied
in all areas where the use of a portable device is required.
Especially, in ER patients, the X-rays could be performed
in specially designed areas using a portable X-ray machine.

the presence of the metal plate in the plain surgical mask and
the strong magnetic field within the gantry, the patient cannot
enter wearing such a mask, as the plate is not compatible,19
in such cases a fabric mask should be used. In the case of examination, with the patient unable to wear a simple surgical
mask for medical and imaging reasons, it is recommended to
disinfect the gantry after the patient leaves. It is also suggested
to provide an hour’s break between MRI exams in suspected
or confirmed cases.20 It is advisable to explain the imaging
process, from a distance of two meters, before the patient
enters the examination area in order to minimize the contact
time between RT and patient. All of the above could also be
achieved by applying a special shield, compatible with the magnetic field which is attached to the patient as it can minimize
the dispersion and facilitate the disinfection of the room.21

COMPUTED TOMOGR APHY SCANNER
BONE DENSITY MEASUREMENT

As for the CT scanner, for its proper operation, a cooling
system in continuous operation is required to achieve optimal
room temperature. To prevent the spread of the virus through
the air conditioner, it is proposed to operate exclusively with
outside air intake and at the same time operation of a direct
ventilation system. Alternatively, it is recommended to install
an air filtration system, especially in hospitals which receive
confirmed COVID-19 patients. On the other hand, in hospitals
which do not receive COVID-19 patients and in suspected
cases, the air conditioning should be switched off before the
exam, the room needs to be thoroughly cleaned after their
departure and the air conditioner will then be reactivated. The
above may be tolerable practices, but with unknown effects on
the operation of the system.
MAMMOGR APHY

The use of the simple surgical mask should be applied by
each examinee throughout the examination. During breast implantation, it is recommended that the patient’s head be turned
to the opposite side. The necessity of the examination should be
assessed in particular in cases where a biopsy may be needed.18
M AGN ET IC R ESONA NCE
I M AGING SCA NNER

The materials which the PPE are made must be compatible with the magnetic field exposure of the MRI scanner. The
examination room and the peripherals of the machine must
be disinfected after its completion. It is suggested that there
be a time gap between the exams depending on the workload
of the department. This reduces the likelihood that the next
patient will be exposed to aerosol of the previous one. Given

During the examination, the examinee should wear a simple surgical mask. The RT should minimize contacts with the
examinee. Commands must be given remotely because these
are usually cooperative patients. The processing of the data
should take place strictly after the end of the examination, the
ventilation, and the disinfection of the place.
O R T H O PA N T OMO G R A P H Y CEPHALOMETRIC

It is recommended that the examinees wear a fabric or
simple surgical mask before and after the panoramic X-ray.
It is advised to use a jaw socket first. Instructions for the examination can be given remotely. The surgical mask should
be worn throughout the examination provided that the metal
plate is outside the irradiated area. If this is not possible, the
surgical mask should be removed only during the irradiation by
the patient and after the proper steps of performing the X-ray
imaging have been properly explained. The protective nylon
which is applied at the site of the denture or the consumable
socket should be discarded by the patient after the examination
in a special waste bin followed by disinfection of their hands.
I N T E R VE N T I O N A L R A D I O L O G Y H EMODY NA M IC

Although this area does not contribute to the daily diagnosis of patients with COVID-19 it is considered dangerous enough to spread and transmit the disease among staff,
especially in emergencies. In patients undergoing scheduled
surgery, a preoperative check is applied which now includes the
examination of a pharyngeal swab. The same procedure should
29
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be applied in cases of transportation from other hospitals as
well as informing staff to treat the patient accordingly.22 Before
surgery, it is recommended that staff who come into contact
with patients for procedures such as information should
maintain a distance of more than 2 m. Spaces and surfaces
should be disinfected and special attention is paid to disinfect
the walls for a distance of up to 2 m above the operating table
and below it. Between patients, the chamber should remain
empty for at least 30 minutes to one hour.23 It is proposed to
create a negative pressure room where possible and to direct
COVID-19 suspected or confirmed patients there.23 In this
way, the possibility of virus transmission to the healthcare staff
is reduced and thus the protection from patient to patient is
increased. In this room, it is recommended that specific staff
is assigned and that their health is monitored daily.
NUCLEAR MEDICINE

The organization of NM departments must be carried out
with great care and requires proper planning of the examinations
in order to avoid congestion in the waiting rooms of the cold
and the hot living rooms. Additional shifts may be needed with
circular or overlapping staff hours and an extension of the time
gap between examinations, always depending on the manpower
available.24 A good practice is the daily separation of cases/
exams such as to separate cardiology from oncology patients
and the possibility of immediate support to patient, especially
emergency scintigraphy, such as V/Q lung scan.25 Thorough
cleaning of both the radiopharmaceutical compounded area
and the gamma-camera / PET-CT with the recommended disinfectants from patient to patient, as well as the treatment rooms
after the completion of treatment and the de-radiation of the
room is required. Also, disinfection is required in the hot living
room with the opening of the department, before the arrival of
the first patient.26 Transparent dividers could be applied in the
hot living room for the individual precaution of the patients
during their waiting and at the same time inflow of natural air.
Patients should go unaccompanied to be examined if possible.
NM is a department of great challenges because it has to manage both the usually long stay of patients in the laboratory and
their biological fluids - wastes. For patients, before they arrive
at the scheduled appointment, written, detailed instructions may
be sent to inform them of the anti-dispersion precautions. It is
recommended that the hands be frequently washed or disposable
gloves be worn and single use blouses be offered to the examinee,
which they should wear throughout their staying. Their personal
belongings must be removed and placed in disposable plastic
bags which they will receive before they leave the department.
Telephone taking of the medical history27 or written note by
the attending physician could be applied in particular in cases
of treatment with radiopharmaceuticals. The results of the examinations, alternatively, should be sent via courier companies
30

or electronically, with the consent of patients adhering to the
data protection rules, to themselves, or the referring physician.27
Those responsible for the manufacture of radiopharmaceuticals
and the storage of supply materials, such as cold tracers, should
comply with PPE and disinfection rules before entering the hot
laboratory to carry out their work.
R ADIOTHER APY

Patients with malignancies, because of immunosuppression
due to either their condition or treatment, are more vulnerable
to respiratory infections and, by extension, to SARS-CoV-2 virus
infection.28 Knowing from studies that the average incubation
time of the virus corresponds to 4-7 days29,30 it is recommended to
divide the staff into groups so that at the end of 7 days they can
be replaced in a circular way.28 Appointments are recommended
to be rescheduled based on the previous patient’s length of stay.
The result of this process is to avoid overcrowding and to reach
the maximum action of disinfectants. Also, it is recommended
that patients bring with them a daily report of their health status
containing thermometry and oxygen saturation measurements.28
If the patient has fever, it is recommended to observe the appropriate protocol for COVID-19 patients.31 In cases where the
discontinuation of RadT is not possible, and there are indications or evidence of infection with the virus, these patients may
be programmed towards the end of the shift to avoid possible
spread of it.32 In this case, the PPE applied by the staff is high
protection masks, double gloves, face and feet protectors, and
disposable or full-body suits. It is recommended that a specific
RT come into contact with the patient and be in the RadT room,
while the second RT is exclusively in the control room. At the
same time, air conditioning for the duration in the RadT in a
patient with COVID-19 may be turned off after the approval of
the machine manufacturer in order not to affect the operation
of the linear accelerator.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, RTs are essential human resources in the
treatment of COVID-19. They move between medium and
high-risk zones and this makes them both frontline health
personnel and potential in-hospital dispensary units. PPE
should be strictly applied daily and patients treated as potential
carriers of the virus. In confirmed cases requiring imaging or
therapeutic practice, specific protocols should be followed to
reduce virus transmission and to protect staff. A strong recommendation to the staff of these departments is:
-- the continued training and information updates through
evidence-based bibliographical sources,
-- the follow-up of patient management seminars for confirmed or suspected cases, when provided,
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-- the proper use of PPE and the proper disinfection of
working areas.
Workplaces must be harmonized in the context of the
requirements of current conditions in the light of personal
and workplace safety, given the uncertain development of
the pandemic.
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